
Attaway Retrievers Sales Agreement 
Haley N Sexton 

Byron, MI  
810-772-1913 attawayretrievers@gmail.com 

  
It is accepted and agreed that _____________________________ (hereafter known as the buyer) accept ownership of a 
1st choice:______________________(color & sex) 2nd choice (if available)______________________(color & sex) 
Labrador Retriever from the following Attaway Retriever breeding _________. The registration number of the puppy is 
____________ whelped ____________. The total purchase price of the dog is $2,000.  
 
Transportation expenses are the responsibility of the Buyer and are not included in the purchase price of the puppy. Upon 
deciding on a puppy a non-refundable deposit of $500 is required. In the event a deposit is put down and the color or sex 
of the puppy is not available the deposit may be refunded or transferred to a future litter.  

The guarantee of the above said dog is null and void if any of the following circumstances are found: if it is determined 
that the dog has been misused or is obese, if the dog is over vaccinated, if the dog is spayed or neutered before reaching 
at least 14 months of age, if the dog has been bred without all clearances or any time prior to its second birthday, if 
excessive exercise is determined; free play and retrieving are encouraged but too much strenuous exercise can be 
detrimental to developing muscles and joints, if the dogs registered name does not begin with the kennel name “Attaway.” 

The buyer agrees to feed the dog quality dog food and keep up with routine veterinary care for the animal. The buyer 
agrees to crate train their puppy and have the puppy restrained at all times when traveling in any vehicle. This is strictly 
for the safety of the puppy. At no time is the dog to be tied or chained up outside or left outside unsupervised.  

In the event that the buyer is unable to keep the Labrador puppy for any reason the Labrador is required to be returned to 
the breeder, Haley Sexton of Attaway Retrievers. Arrangements will be made for a new home by the breeder. This may 
take some time and during that time the dog will remain in the possession of the breeder.  At no time in the dog’s life shall 
the dog be taken to the Humane Society or any other rescue or shelter for the means of adoption or euthanasia.  

Dogs sold by Attaway Retrievers are not for breeding purposes unless otherwise arranged by the breeder and the seller. 
We strive to better the breed through quality breeding practices. In some circumstances registration can be lifted only after 
the dog is over 24 months of age, if the dog has never been bred prior (accidentally or purposefully,) and proof of required 
health certificates have been submitted to Attaway Retrievers.  

The Labrador puppy you have purchased from Attaway Retrievers is up to date on all of its inoculations and has been 
dewormed appropriately prior to going to its new home. No known physical defects are detectable at this age nor do we 
know of any that exist in the litter at the time of sale. If hip dysplasia is discovered in the puppy, with the caused believed 
to be genetic and not environmental, and the physical symptoms prevent the puppy from leading a normal life then a 
replacement puppy from a upcoming litter will be given (with the above dog being returned to Attaway Retrievers.) 
Radiographs must be submitted to the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals when the said dog is between 24 and 26 
months of age to diagnose hip dysplasia. The breeder has the right to use their judgment and discretion in giving a 
replacement puppy.  Attaway Retrievers requires a copy of x-rays or any test results and a letter from a licensed 
Veterinarian when dealing with any health circumstances. Attaway Retrievers reserves the right to obtain a second 
opinion in any and all cases. If the buyer requests the breeder pay for any medical expenses in the lifetime of the dog the 
breeder is by no way responsible. However if the breeder feels inclined to assist in any medical expenses the 
compensation will not exceed the full purchase price of the above puppy.  

The buyer has 72 hours to have the new puppy or dog examined by a board certified Veterinarian. Attaway Retrievers 
must be notified within 72 hours of receipt of the new puppy or dog with any medical concerns. No payments or partial 
payments will be offered without return of the puppy or proof of death within the 72-hour period.  

The buyer agrees to visit puppy one time minimum prior to final pick up of puppy. Attaway Retrievers retains the right to 
terminate this contract prior to final sale of puppy without need for explanation. 

BY SIGNING THIS PURCHASE AGREEMENT THE BUYER 
ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES TO THE ABOVE CONTENT. 

 

Buyer: ______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 
Contact Information:  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________  


